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Mindfulness for Kids offers fun activities for kids ages 6-12 to stay cool, happy, and present with
mindfulness. In this book, kids will learn how to use this power to feel great about themselves and
the world around them through activities and stories told by children, for kids. Shared through the
voices of five kids: Jasmine, Willow, Kayli, Colby, and Zeke, Mindfulness for Children is an engaging,
kid-friendly information for handling tough circumstances and powerful emotions
mindfully.Mindfulness for Children applies mindfulness exercises to tales and real-lifestyle scenarios
that kids go through at home, college, and with close friends. The secret to staying great is easy:
it’s known as mindfulness?and this reserve gives kids fun actions to practice it by themselves.
Mindfulness is some sort of superpower we all possess but don’t understand how to use.Relatable,
real-life scenarios that children encounter at home, school, and with friends. 30 Fun exercises that
show kids how tricks such as a gratitude list, “counting to calm”, and even yoga poses might help
them relax and feel much better from not-so-nice emotions.From using belly breathing to greatly help
with panic before a demonstration to actively hearing siblings, Mindfulness for Kids addresses the
everyday difficulties that kids face with:Mindfulness 101 that teaches kids what mindfulness is, and
how they can be mindful of their emotions and senses.Homework horrors, chores, and not-sofriendly friends?that’s more than enough to create any kid’s human brain hurt.
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True to life stories of kids and their challenges, and how exactly to best handle those challenges
That is a sweet and lovely little book, that takes me back again to my childhood and puts me in the
shoes of my children, back when they were this age. Not super impressed I don’t think that the
strategies laid out are very not the same as each other, and I am a little worried at how realistic the
solutions are. are extremely positive and I believe useful tools for anybody at any age. The Go-To
Reserve for Mindfulness for Kids! I've also left the publication up for grabs for them to flick through it
themselves. That is my new go-to publication for mindfulness for kids – a must-browse for all
parents, teachers and caregivers! Mindfulness for Kids This us a great browse for both parents and
children. The little stories and set-ups (all very realistic) are center breaking at times, however the
ideas for overcoming nervousness, fear, anger etc.... ~~ Parent/caregiver/counselor prepare yourself
with answers for some of the situations ~~ 15 different stories each with 2 fun activities. Homework
horrors, chores, and not-so-friendly close friends—that’s enough to create any kid’s brain hurt. Meet
five children: Jasmine, Willow, Kayli, Colby and Zeke. These children will be the ones with
suggestions about how to resolve the negative emotions experienced by those in the tales. The
fifteen stories are ones that are relevant to most children today. Mindfulness for Children applies
mindfulness exercises to stories and real-existence scenarios that kids proceed through at home,
college, and with friends. Essential read for kids and the caregivers who love them! An untidy mess
whilst attempting to find it? For instance, the book outlines how Erica dealt with the strain and
drama from a healthy sized homework assignment in mathematics. Did you know mindfulness can
in fact strengthen areas in the human brain? It is possible to program your brain so as to make
your reactions better. As a mother or father/caregiver do you have to put up with sibling rivalry?
Story 4, Battle on the remote, has some great coping abilities for the child that's constantly/regularly
"beaten" (i.e the underdog) by way of a larger/older sibling.This book is put into three parts. It is easy
to read and you may either read the entire book or skip to portions that pertain to your present
situation. Yoga exercise poses/positions do seem to be the basis of several of the suggested
activities/coping strategies.So what's never to like about this book? Great Help Book
**Disclosure**This book was sent to me free of charge for my honest review from the publisher.e
showing the kid how changing behavior can alter the outcome. It may also help parents place
problems their child is dealing with even if their child doesn’t desire to say it to them. The bully got
the very best of Gabe in the tale which was good showing but readers are left wanting even more.
It would have been beneficial to have several paragraphs turning it around. Parents/caregivers will
have to do quite a lot of talking/discussion following this and other stories. Another issue I've is that
since that is targeted towards impressionable, small children I do not like the fact that the chapter
titles and subtitles do not make use of uppercase letters in the proper places. The tales are realistic
and told within an engaging colloquial style. What do I find in this publication but a lower case 'i' in "i
spy my strong self". AAGH!Saying all of the above, this book certainly has some useful coping
methods in it. I enjoyed reading it and will share a few of the 'relevant to us' stories with our children.
Wow! Doing a mental body scan will help me perform on stage more effectively.I was provided a
sophisticated copy of this publication by the publisher. Which has not affected my review above
which consists of my own thoughts and opinions. I must say i debated with myself on whether to
provide this book 3 or 4 4 stars because of my "problems" above BUT finished up going with 4
stars as the book, alone, is well created and one that I believe could be helpful to many. Really
practical guide for kids' emotions This book is established with stories on each topic/situation that
could make kids feel yucky emotions (fear, anxiety, anger, etc. It has concepts for kids to deal with
different situations. Being mindful also means dealing with anger, resentment, embarrassment, dread
and sadness in a confident way. That is also valuable details that will help a middle age guy like me

handle emotions in every day situations. From using stomach breathing to greatly help with panic
before a display to actively hearing siblings, Mindfulness for Children addresses the everyday
difficulties that kids encounter with: Mindfulness 101 that teaches kids what mindfulness is usually,
and how they could be mindful of their feelings and senses. I love this book since it is written at a
rate that kids can understand. Producing a gratitude list is an activity that is definitely very helpful
because it will make me appreciate what I've. I will end up being less inclined to dwell on the things I
don't have if I possess a gratitude list. The colorful illustrations are pleasurable to look at too.. This is
something that will keep me relaxed. Empathy isn't a word within this book, but the definition of it
really is within this book. It means placing myself in someone's else's shoes. I am striving to do a
better job of this and energetic listening because sharpening these abilities will make me a better
friend. I could prevent from being anxious by performing a mental body scan. A mental body scan
will help all the parts of my body unwind in order that I can carry out under pressure. The stories
are well-illustrated, the font is a good size and the pages are colorful drawing someone's eye. Every
subject matter and activity in this book is described well. A gratitude list can be something that will
prevent me from becoming sad. Great book to greatly help kids understand and control emotions
Mindfulness for Kids introduces kids and their caregivers to mindfulness techniques by helping
children understand their emotions and reactions to circumstances while learning how exactly to
better control and respond to similar events later on. This reserve targets mindfulness in
environments that are vital that you children: school, home, and with close friends. "I close my eye
and breathe through my nasal area. Each story is followed by a brief recognition of feelings which
may be aroused in each scenario as well as strategies to gain control of the reactions.Mindfulness
for Children is a well-written publication to help all kids understand the real reason for emotions that
can be frightening or confusing and learn how to gain control more than those emotions to stay
calm and make smarter decisions. We read the one about stress and anxiety over going to the
physician, and another about sadness over a pal moving away. Ever endured one of your children
lose their phone?**I received an advance reader copy of this publication from the publisher and
voluntarily choose to review it. I must say i wish that some of the tales had accurate "how to's" i. All
opinions are my very own. About the Book: Mindfulness for Kids presents fun activities for kids ages
6-12 to remain cool, happy, and present with mindfulness. At the beginning of the book there are
also two letters: one to parents/caregivers, the additional to children. The trick to staying cool is
simple: it’s known as mindfulness—which book gives kids fun activities to apply it by themselves.
Some, as in all things, will mean more to some than others. Shared through the voices of five
children: Jasmine, Willow, Kayli, Colby, and Zeke, Mindfulness for Kids can be an engaging, kidfriendly information for handling tough circumstances and powerful feelings mindfully. To be careful
means to be aware of what types of emotions arise currently moment. Relatable, real-lifestyle
scenarios that children encounter at home, school, and with close friends. Teaches HOW EXACTLY
TO Cope! "Sometimes, counting helps me relaxed my thoughts when I'm frustrated. This book does
an excellent job of teaching kids how to assess situations, as well as, coping with stress more easily
and confidently. "Mindfulness for Kids" provides adequate examples of how to stay calm emotionallyeven in the most stressful situations kids face. How about one of them feeling resentful over chores?
It can also assist them in assisting others dealing with situations. Here's an engaging paragraph on
how to cope. "Mindfulness for Children" by Carole Roman and J Robin-Albertson Wren is a
considerable resource for teaching young children how to deal with everyday stress situations kids
face quite often... The reader is offered 15 relatable stories dealing with situations that could trigger
feelings such as frustration, anger, grief, sadness, embarrassment, guilt, and nervousness. Then I
breathe out through my mouth. In and out counts as one breathe.. I like the idea of doing a tree

pose.. For that reason I would suggest parents reading over the stories before you read them to
your kids so you know if you might be getting them "worked up" about something they might not
otherwise believe that way about. Actually, a few of the teachings could help students in high
school, as well as, primary school. Just how many situations have I acquired to remind my kids that
"I" when by itself is ALWAYS capitalized rather than "i". Wonderfully created with realistic stories of
relatable situations and doable and easy to remember guidelines and exercises on how to handle all
those big, overwhelming feelings our little ones experience every day. ) Thanks, Liz Mindfulness is
effective for kids and in addition adults. It will show them that they are not the only types dealing
with these circumstances. There are other stories like coping with loss, bad breaks, competition for
viewing the favorite TV show, dealing with neighborhood bullying, sore losers and much more. It will
also assist parents in helping their children with the problems they are coping with. The bullying tale
is a prime example. The second part focuses on being mindful at school whilst the third section
illustrates how exactly to be mindful with close friends. I received a free of charge copy from the
publisher. (EASILY had found lots of editing mistakes that would have definitely been the tipping
indicate awarding 3 stars.). It presents the situations as a pretty realistic story that they can
recognize with, and then tells you what sort of kid can manage those feelings. This book is a great
tool for kids and an excellent read for caregivers as it allows us to think about methods to help the
kids in our lives seem sensible of the feelings they experience. I feel that these issues are very
relevant for my children, and the book offered tips on how to process the emotions they're facing.
My oldest is normally 4 yrs . old and she is simply getting to this where this book may help her, but
I believe it's more geared toward older children. My only issue with a book like this is definitely that
the stories are so realistic that they might actually give my kids negative feelings about
circumstances that they might not have felt poor about before. If they read how other children are
reacting to the circumstances, that might introduce anxiety or fear that they never felt about any of
it before." The demonstration is geared for visitors in the 3rd grade upward.
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